FEATURE REVIEW

Sutton’s Locomotive Workshop

Sulzer Type 2

From time to time the
rule book needs to be
rewritten and Sutton’s
Locomotive Workshop’s
outstanding new BR
Sulzer Type 2 proves
the point. MIKE WILD
takes a closer look at the
model’s development
and capabilities in this
detailed review.

W

E’VE BECOME VERY
used to receiving
high quality readyto-run products
for ‘OO’ gauge, but some models
take us to an unexpected new
level. Sutton’s Locomotive
Workshop’s (SLW) Sulzer Type
2 shows that with a different
approach much more is possible
in both detail and performance.
Talking to SLW’s owner Philip
Sutton, his passion for the creation
of this model is totally apparent.
He wanted to do things differently
and to create a model on a level
which hadn’t been seen before in
ready-to-run. That didn’t just extend
to detailing of the outside – or even
to detailing the cab interior to an
incredible level – but to making
this a designed product from the
surfaces of the wheels through
to the motor position, sound
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THE DETAILS
Manufacturer:
Cat No:
Description:
Scale:
Price:
Era:
DCC:
Couplings:

system and the bodyshell itself.
It is this passion for excellence and
a desire to create the most accurate
model of the Class 24 we have seen
yet that is responsible for the model
which sits before me now. It was
announced to a select audience
in November 2015 – the same
weekend as the Warley National
Model Railway Exhibition – and
has been attracting rave reviews
ever since from purchasers.
In his opening letter, supplied
with each model, Philip sums
up the project: “This model has,
quite simply, been made to
museum-quality standard (and
our engineers say an insane level
of detail) in order to satisfy the
www.hornbymagazine.com

demands of the modeller/collector
and early diesel aficionado.”
From the start, the Class 24 was
to be designed to a specification
rather than a price point. It has been
designed in Britain and engineered
in China through SLW’s own factory
sites and uses the latest generation
Plux22 decoder socket to provide
the greatest potential range of
functions for digital modellers.

THE MODEL

So what do you get? There are two
choices: Digital Command Control
(DCC) ready and DCC sound fitted.
Here we will concentrate on the
DCC sound fitted versions as they
offer so much more operational

www.sulzertype2.co.uk
2401-2405
BR Sulzer Class 24 Bo-Bo diesel-electric
‘OO’ (options for ‘EM’ and ‘P4’ wheels)
£160 (DCC ready), £260 (DCC sound fitted)
5-7
DCC ready or DCC sound fitted, Plux22 socket
Optional NEM coupling pocket tension locks

value than the analogue model. No
matter which you choose, both are
delivered with an outstanding level
of detail – you can see that in the
accompanying photographs – with
photo-etched grilles, era-specific
roof fittings, lavishly detailed bogies,
correct pattern wheelsets, a fully
detailed bufferbeam at both ends
and a cab which looks like you could
step inside – it really is that good.
Then you have the finishing.
Sublime paint quality in all areas
makes the exquisitely produced
body moulding look even better
and there are currently six models to
choose from: D5000 in original plain
green, 24063 and 24081 – the last
in service – in BR blue, D5107 and

D5098 in BR green with small yellow
warning panels and Southern
Region allocated D5016 in BR green
with lower white bodystripe.
The packaging developed for
the Class 24 is top notch, with
presentation kept as a primary
objective throughout. The box
is a metal presentation tin with
embossed logos on the top.
Removing the lid reveals the
charcoal coloured foam packing
material which, once removed,
makes way to the plastic display
case inside containing the
locomotive. This is akin to a die-cast
vehicle and the combination of
screws securing it from underneath
and a plastic blister over the top

»
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Zimo SC68 ‘super-capacitor’
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Zimo MX645 sound decoder
with a Plux22 socket and
built in ‘stay alive’ circuits
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means there is virtually zero chance
of the model being disturbed in
transit. The display case can also
be used to showcase the model
after purchase – simply take the
lid off, remove the blister – and
pop the lid back on and you have
a dust free enclosure in which
to display the Sulzer Bo-Bo in.
It is worth noting at this point
that the SLW Class 24 is also the first
ever ready-to-run locomotive to be
offered with a choice of wheelsets,
ready fitted. You can have ‘OO’, ‘EM’
and ‘P4’ wheels installed before
delivery, showing more of what is
possible at this level of production.

PERFORMANCE

Wheel choices, rather like buying a
car, aren’t the only options to tick as
internal facilities can be upgraded
for digital operation with a ‘stay
alive’ pack also being available to
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go with the standard, should you
choose a DCC sound fitted model
with Zimo MX645 Plux22 decoder.
Zimo’s decoders are often
discussed in the pages of Hornby
Magazine, but in some cases we
haven’t highlighted some of their
greatest features – all of which are
exploited by the ‘24’. Firstly there is
the onboard power management
system to work with the Zimo SC68
‘stay alive’ pack used by SLW. Second
there is the decoder’s ‘Smart Stop’
ability which avoids stalling at a
station stop – if it detects dirt on the
track when the model stops it will
creep almost invisibly forward using
power from the ‘stay alive’ until it
finds consistent track power, making
the locomotive ready to depart

without any chance of stalling.
Thirdly there is Zimo’s brake
function. Brakes on a model
locomotive? Do we really need
them? Yes! We’ve operated
a number of models with
Zimo’s braking function and
it really is a quite simple but
spectacular addition to a
decoder’s performance.
It all comes together to put you
firmly in the driving seat. Reducing
the speed steps down to zero is just
part of the game with this feature
as to bring the train to a controlled
stop you need to use Function
2, a momentary function, to dab
the brakes on to stop the train
acting just as the vacuum brake
handle in a locomotive would.
It enhances the realism of the
model’s operation phenomenally,
which brings me neatly onto
the sound operation itself.
The sound functions of the Class
24 are in a league of their own. SLW
has devised its own arrangement of
speakers to determine the highest
quality sound output possible for
a 4mm scale model. Two speakers,
similar to those found in iPads, have
been incorporated into the chassis
with their own sound chambers to
enhance their output. Combined
together these two features give

an unrivalled sound quality for a
ready-to-run locomotive and show,
without doubt, that thinking about
the introduction of such features
– and the components that will be
used – can make a tremendous
difference to the finished product.
On the track, as with the braking
feature, you are fully in control of
the locomotive. Startup includes
options for pre-start checks and
engaging of the power handle,
while the driving experience can
be handled in two ways – purely
on speed steps or by manual
intervention. Both have their
positives and result in a lively and
enthralling driving experience.
With the speed step control
method you simply increase the
speed on the handset and listen
as the locomotive builds up power
before settling down to cruising
speed. You can also ramp it up to
a high speed step level to get a
higher power level on departure,
reducing speed as you approach
cruising levels. Using Function
6 cuts the engine sound back
www.hornbymagazine.com

Twin speakers make for an
impressive sound output

The attention to
detail in the cab
is stunning, even
down to the notices,
fire extinguisher
and seats.

Highly detailed
cab interior

to coasting while releasing it
restores engine power, making for
a highly realistic drive. Notching
back by one speed step takes the
engine down a power level too for
simple on the throttle driving.
Taking things a step further,
and this takes a little skill with
the function selection, you can
manually override all the engine
sounds using functions 23-26 (¼,
½, ¾ and full power) to simulate the
engine working hard or undertaking
a rapid departure. They can be
used at random during the model’s
operation to suggest a train working
on a gradient with a heavy train or
knocking back the power on the
level. It is compelling learning how
to get the best out of the model,
and the audio track when you work
functions 23-26 is outstanding.
Lighting too is on separate
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Sprung buffers and
detailed bufferbeam

functions for head, tail and
cab lights increasing once
again the performance and
‘play value’ of this model.
Beneath all this sound
performance is an equally high
performance chassis which delivers
smooth uninterrupted power and
the ability to shift scale length trains.
It negotiates curves down to second
radius with ease and was as happy
with a short mixed goods as it was
at the head of a rake of eight Mk 1s.

OVERALL

By now you will have realised
that this model is something

special, an extraordinary
recreation of an ordinary hard
working locomotive to a standard
that we all aspire to own.
You are probably wondering
how much it costs and I hope
you will be surprised to hear
that the DCC ready version is
priced at £160 and £260 for
the DCC sound fitted version.
An extra £30 gets a ‘stay alive’
upgrade for the sound version.
That, for the complete package,
is all very reasonable in our

book and frankly for the overall
quality of the model value for
money alongside contemporary
ready-to-run products.
The combination of its chassis
design, stunning detail and
outstanding sound performance
makes this a highly desirable
model and definitely the best
looking and most authentic
Sulzer Type 2 we have seen yet
in any scale. A wonderful tribute
to this once common and very
ordinary locomotive. (MW)
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